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the CMS detector
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current tracker layout
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LHC upgrade plans
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1 collimation phase 2
2 Linac4, IR upgrade (phase 1)
3 new injectors, IR upgrade (phase 2)
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expected impact on CMS
radiation damage to pixel detector replacement due in ≈2014 (Phase I upgrade)

increased tracker occupancy replacement of entire tracking system for higher granularity (Phase II upgrade)

electron, tau, muon and jet trigger rates increase ≈1 order of magnitude
need to raise thresholds (undesirable) or add selection power
muon trigger rates demonstrate: raising thresholds will not even help

design replacement tracker with track trigger capabilities

LHC (L ≈ 1034cm−2s−1):

≈20 pile-up events

SLHC (L ≈ 1035cm−2s−1):

≈220 pile-up events (40 MHz)
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basic concepts of a fast track trigger for SLHC
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identify high pt (≈ straight) tracks from
• cluster width (see left)
• correlated hits on stacked sensors

(see right)

simulation studies for a full CMS tracker replacement: questions to be answered

modification of existing design, or radically different approach?

“Strawman A”
4th inner pixel layer,

4 trigger-capable strixel layers

“Strawman B”
3 layer inner pixel detector,

entire tracker made from trigger layers
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barrel+endcap or barrel only?

active material
services
support

mainly a trade-off between complexity and material budget
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general optimisation of layer arrangement

long barrel
strawman B variant
with outer layer
“wrapped around”
at large η
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“hybrid
strawman”:
4 pixel layers,
2 stacked pixel
2 trigger layers,
4 strip layers
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simulation & track reconstruction
simulation studies done at three levels:

GEANT4-based full simulation based on standard CMS software

fast simulation based on standard CMS software
• much faster
• reduced level of detail

standalone four-vector simulation
• most flexible geometry
• only barrels implemented
• only used for trigger studies

general idea: make maximal use of existing CMS
simulation and reconstruction framework;
ideally, just define additional detector geometries.
limitations in practice:
• CPU time for high pile-up
• limited flexibility of track reconstruction

average CPU time per event (seconds), fast simulation with
full digitisation, full pattern recognition and validation

number of pile-up events 0 10 100 200 400
CMS standard geometry 4.4 5.0 56.5 292 2350
strawman A 6.2 6.7 104 272 1660
strawman B 3.8 7.1 116 271 1720
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hybrid strawman:
conversion vertices in
full simulation:
some services still missing
from geometry description

hybrid strawman:
conversion vertices in
fast simulation:
some services still missing
from geometry description,
simplified geometry of
material for interactions (e.g. thin layers)
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tracking efficiency and fake rate in di-jet events:

track reconstruction needs to be retuned for high pile-up environment
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track trigger performance studies
CMS does not aim at developing a standalone track trigger. However, interfaces between
muon, calorimeter and track trigger simulation software are still under development.
Therefore, track trigger concepts and their impact on detector geometry design are currently
being optimised based on rejection power and high pt track trigger efficiency only.

software structure of trigger primitive generation in full and fast simulation
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track multiplicity vs pt

at SLHC

a track trigger with turn-on around 5 GeV could
reduce track rate by ≈ three orders of magnitude.
requiring correlated hits on stacked sensors as trig-
ger condition, a ≈5 GeV threshold can easily be
achieved with typical readout pitch and a few mm
layer separation:

20×50 µm pixels
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extrapolating trigger tracklets to the calorimeter

studies have shown that a single sensor stack will not have
sufficient precision to extrapolate tracklets to the ECAL.
Two sensors stacks reduce the track parameter uncertain-
ties to levels comparable with calorimeter spatial resolution.
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